
This book explores Romantic poetry, and the concept of poetry in
the Romantic period, as a locus of debate, defense, and discursive
reconfiguration. Maureen McLane shows how the discourse
around poetry involved itself intimately with the problem of the
human and thus with contemporary discussions and theorizations
of Man proposed by such writers as Malthus, Godwin, and Burke.
Reading romanticism in relation to moral philosophy, political
economy, and anthropology, McLane reveals how Romantic
writers explored the possibilities and limits of human being, lan-
guage, and historicity; she argues further that poetry acquired a
new and vexed status as the discourse of both humanization and
imagination. This book offers extended readings of canonical
works, including Lyrical Ballads, Biographia Literaria, Frankenstein, Pro-
metheus Unbound, and The Triumph of Life, together with consider-
ations of Malthus’s Essay on the Principle of Population and Godwin’s
Political Justice. Each chapter of this book maps a discursive constel-
lation through which these poets and writers linked, re-worked,
and re-imagined such categories as poetry, the human, species,
population, imagination, and futurity.

  is a Junior Fellow in Harvard University’s
Society of Fellows. She has written numerous articles and book
reviews for both the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Review. Her
article, ‘‘Literate Species: Populations, ‘Humanities,’ and Franken-
stein’’ (ELH ), won the Keats-Shelley Association of America
Essay Award in .
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This series aims to foster the best new work in one of the most challenging fields
within English literary studies. From the early s to the early s a formidable
array of talented men and women took to literary composition, not just in poetry,
which some of them famously transformed, but in many modes of writing. The
expansion of publishing created new opportunities for writers, and the political
stakes of what they wrote were raised again by whatWordsworth called those ‘great
national events’ that were ‘almost daily taking place’: the French Revolution, the
Napoleonic and American wars, urbanization, industrialization, religious revival,
an expanded empire abroad and the reform movement at home. This was an
enormous ambition, even when it pretended otherwise. The relations between
science, philosophy, religion and literature were reworked in texts such as Franken-
stein and Biographia Literaria; gender relation in A Vindication of the Rights of Women and
Don Juan; journalism by Cobbett and Hazlitt; poetic form, content and style by the
Lake School and the Cockney School. Outside Shakespeare studies, probably no
body of writing has produced such a wealth of response or done so much to shape
the responses of modern criticism. This indeed is the period that saw the emergence
of those notions of ‘literature’ and of literary history, especially national literary
history, on which modern scholarship in English has been founded.

The categories produced by Romanticism have also been challenged by recent
historicist arguments. The task of the series is to engage both with a challenging
corpus of Romantic writings and with the changing field of criticism they have
helped to shape. As with other literary series published by Cambridge, this one will
represent the work of both younger and more established scholars, on either side of
the Atlantic and elsewhere.

For a complete list of titles published see end of book.
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